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PH NUMBERS 
RAISE ALARM
The increase in the number of PH
licences issued by Tfl is still
growing at an alarming rate: the
latest figures we have is
somewhere over 90k and still
growing. 
Since taking office, Mayor Johnson
has seen the number of PH drivers
increase by over 100%. We at the
LCDC would like to know where the
revenue received from these licence
fees (estimated at £10m) is actually
being used.
Since the introduction of The Surface
Integration Programme, this saw
LTPH transferred into seven other
transport divisions within Tfl, such as
the River bus and Dial a Ride to
name but two.
This was the brainchild of none other
than the Wonderful Leon (have they
got a landline) Daniels. It seems
rather strange that Uber`s biggest
Champion within Tfl should at the
time of licensing Uber,  decide that
the financial accountability and
Independence  that LTPH once had,
would disappear into a conglomerate
of other  transport services  within Tfl.
This has proved to be the disaster we
at the LCDC forecast at the time of its

inception and we were the only trade
Organisation that highlighted these
changes to the Trade.

The situation that Tfl now finds
themselves in regarding the plans for
the future of London’s road transport
network is in total disarray. Urgent
action is needed to hold off the
situation we will find ourselves in very
shortly of total gridlock on our roads if
PH numbers are not capped. 

After being refused legislation by the
Govt in capping numbers, the Mayor
has decided to create a much more
even  playing field by introducing the
new PH regulation consultation. On
the 10th November both Garrett
Emmerson and Peter Blake from Tfl
answered questions about the
consultation to the GLA; please see
page 14 for full report.

It is now two years since the Club
wrote to Sir Peter Hendy outlining our
vision for the future of the licensed
taxi trade, it remains our belief that
the only solution is that LT & PH have
its own Department  within Tfl and a
Head  who is accountable directly to
the trade and no one else...

Grant Davis

Editorial:

L.C.D.C
LEADERS 

NOT FOLLOWERS
JOIN TODAY: 

0207 394 5553

We at the LCDC don’t often bang our own drum when it
comes to helping our members with their legal troubles. A
lot of the cases which come our way with members are quite
sensitive and we respect their wishes to keep things in house
and out of the paper which I can fully appreciate.

However, not only do Payton’s Solicitors offer our members
a 24 Hour Duty Solicitor 365 days a year, but since getting
involved with the Club, our solicitor Keima Payton has the
distinction of having a 100% success rate in all her cases which
she has handled on behalf of the Club’s members.

Keima Payton has a fearsome reputation in court and should
ever the need arise you will find no one better able to fight
your corner and save your Badge than Keima.

- Grant Davis, LCDC Chairman

Tel: 0207 405 1999
FAX: 0207 405 1991

PAYTON’S SOLICITORS
9 – 13 CURSITOR STREET

LONDON, EC4A 1LL
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LCDC Member falsely
accused of being

drunk at Shine Event
The LCDC has made a

formal complaint against

Steve Burton: (Director

Community Safety,

Enforcement & Policing at

TFL).

This is in relation to an

incident that took place at

the Shine Event at Old

Billingsgate in the early

hours of Sunday 27th

September involving the

Cancer Research Uk walk.

LCDC Night time Rep, Tony

Casey, had attended the

event in the early hours to

observe the arrangements

in place in transporting the

participants home. There

were two taxis on the

temporary rank facing West

opposite the exit of the Old

Billinsgate fish market at

Sugar Quay.

Opposite the rank, some

fifteen feet away, the Charity

walkers were arriving and

kept in a kind of “Pen”. The

Charity walkers had been

processed through a

Marquee inside the old fish

market at the rear of the

building, where they were

asked their destinations,

given a ticket with the price

of their journey, and told no

taxis were available:

The provider was the PH

Operator Ride2 (our old

friend from 1 New Change

and other places!) 

As you can imagine, these

customers were confused

that whilst they were being

told to wait for their cars,

there was an abundance of

licensed taxis available

immediately for hire.

Cold and tired and fed up

with waiting in the cold,

some of the walkers

approached the taxis and

immediately asked the

drivers to take them home.

A Compliance Officer

appeared and informed

Tony Casey that he could

not do what he was doing.

Shortly after, he was joined

by another officer Kalil Sarr.

Tony Casey asked Mr Sarr

what the Compliance team

was doing, to which Mr Sarr

replied that “if you give me a

minute, I will explain”.

Shortly afterwards a City of

London police car arrived on

the scene and spoke to Kalil

Sarr. The Police Officer

informed Tony Casey that

he had received a

telephone call informing him

that he (Tony Casey) was

acting aggressively and

drunk!

Mr Casey replied to the

COL Officer that he was

more than happy to

undergo a breath test; the

officer then replied to him

that he was not drunk, but

told him that he was

“touting from a licensed

taxi rank”.

The officer then went back

to the Compliance team and

spoke to the Manager. A

lady wrapped in a silver foil

blanket then approached

Tony Casey and asked...

“If she could have one of

these proper taxis” to which

Tony Casey replied,

“Certainly”. She then

preceded to hand her PH

booking slip to Kalil Sarr and

got into Tony’s taxi: 

After this incident, the Club

requested an FOI request

and found out that Ride2

had made a small donation

on every ride they undertook

for the Cancer Research

Event. Once again, this

appears to show that TFL

have colluded with the

private hire, and in particular,

Ride2 to override the

wellbeing of the travelling

public to the detriment of the

licensed taxi trade.

If that was not bad

enough, it is an absolute

disgrace for TFL

employees to call the COL

police and falsely accuse

a licensed taxi driver of

being drunk and

aggressive. 

This is simply not

acceptable and we at the

LCDC intend to take this

matter to the highest level

in TFl.

L.C.D.C LEADERS 
NOT FOLLOWERS



"The government is still 

so besotted with this idea

that they've got to support

Californian tech titans -

even though they don't 

pay a dime of tax in his

country.

"In my view they are not

doing enough about it." 

Boris Johnson
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Uber’s reputation has

taken yet another knock

after it was revealed

that the company paid

just £22,134 corporation

tax in the UK last year

despite making a

£866,302 profit here.

The figure sounds small

enough on its own but

compare that to the

average amount paid in

tax by black cab drivers in

London and things look

even worse.

The Huffington Post UK

spoke to accountancy

firm Martin Cordell And

Co., which specialises in

the taxi trade, who say

the average driver pays

around £5,000 in tax -

although some pay up to

£12,000.

Uber paid just £22,134

corporation tax in the UK

last year

This means it would take

just five taxi drivers to

cover Uber’s entire

corporation tax bill.

An Uber spokesman

denied the firm had used

any loopholes and

insisted it had paid "every

penny of tax that is due".

He added that the firm

was a "significant net

contributor" to the

economy.

He said: ”With corporation

tax, past losses offset

current and future profits -

as is the case with Uber

which made losses in the

UK in previous years.

"This is an accounting

principle to encourage

investment that dates

back to Benjamin Disraeli.

It is not a loophole.

Uber reputation sinks with tax revelation

An Uber driver sexually

assaulted a female

customer in the back of

his taxi.

Samson Haile, 32, touched

the woman's legs and said

he wanted to have sex with

her while driving her home

from a pub in west London.

She had been out for dinner

with her boyfriend, before

going to a friend's leaving

drinks. 

The woman, who cannot be

named for legal reasons,

needed to be up early the

next day so ordered a taxi on

the Uber app to be picked up

at 10.40pm.

During the journey she said

Haile said to her 'you are

very pretty' and asked her if

she had a boyfriend, before

saying 'I want to have sex

with you'.

The victim said he kept

repeating himself before they

stopped at some traffic lights.

He then turned round in his

seat and touched her leg

with his hand, before moving

it up to her thigh.

He drove on, and minutes

later touched her again on

the knee at which point she

screamed to be let out of the

car.

In a statement read out at

Isleworth Crown Court today

the victim, in her 20s, said:
'Since it first happened I was

so upset and shocked, I

couldn't sleep.

'It got so bad I had to take a

week off work as I suffered

from repeated flashbacks

relating to the incident.

'I feel helpless, isolated and

vulnerable, and the incident

has made me lonely.. I now

don't like being in a vehicle

with a man I don't know.

'It has changed my life and it

was the most horrifying

experience I have ever had.

'I had to move since the cab

journey because I was so

worried the man knew where

I lived. I was constantly

checking outside my house

in case he was there.

'It was the worst experience

of my life and I relive it every

day. Even though I got away

from the man that did this, I

am haunted by the "what if?"

scenarios.'

During the trial the

prosecution called another

female witness, an off duty

police officer, who was also

driven home by Haile, just

two hours after the sexual

assault.

She told the court he made

similar comments and asked

her if she was married,

before telling her 'I want to

sleep in your bed'.

The officer made a note of

the journey in the police log

when she went back on duty.

Uber driver sexually assaulted passenger
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•         Temporary measures will be introduced for existing taxi and private hire drivers by the 

end of November

•         Drivers must have applied for DBS certificate at least three months prior to licence 

expiring

Transport for London (TfL) has today announced that, from late November, it will introduce temporary measures for existing taxi and private

hire drivers if their Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) results have still not been returned.  The measures are a response to the impact that

current delays at the DBS can have on drivers waiting for their licence to be renewed.

Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) checks are the responsibility of the Home Office and individual police services.   The Mayor is

ensuring every effort is made to reduce waiting times for these important safety checks, with the Met drafting in around 60 additional

members of staff to help.

TfL has already taken a number of steps to ensure that licenced drivers aren't stopped from driving because of delays, discussing the issue

with the Home Office and seconding a number of staff to the Metropolitan Police Service to help process applications.  The new measures will

further ease pressure, whilst ensuring that the high standards required from drivers are maintained.

To be eligible for the temporary measures, drivers will have had to apply for their DBS at least three months prior to the expiry of their previous

licence.  Drivers receive a renewal pack, which contains details of how to apply for the enhanced DBS check necessary to continue their work

as a licenced driver, from TfL four months before the expiry of their licence.

The temporary measures will only be available to drivers applying to renew their licence – as these drivers will have previously undergone a

DBS check – and will initially be limited to two weeks in length.  In the unlikely event that their DBS certificate is delayed further, drivers can

apply for a renewal.  Drivers from both trades who are applying for a licence for the first time will not be eligible, however TfL will continue to

escalate these cases on their behalf.

The Mayor of London, Boris Johnson, said: "The last thing we want to see is London's taxi drivers out of work.  These temporary measures

are the most effective way of tackling the immediate issue, alongside a dramatic boost to staffing levels at the Met.  I am confident that this

approach will ensure that drivers are able to get back to work as soon as possible while maintaining public safety."

Garrett Emmerson, TfL’s Chief Operating Officer for Surface Transport, said: “We are aware that a number of drivers have been unable to

work due to the delays in receiving their DBS certificate, and that these delays are affecting them and their families.

“These new measures will help these drivers while ensuring that the high standards required of drivers are maintained.”

While the temporary measures are in place, TfL will continue to work with colleagues in the Home Office, the Metropolitan Police Service and

the DBS to address the waiting times for DBS checks.  As a condition of the temporary measures, drivers will be required to sign up to the

DBS update service in order to prevent a similar situation occurring in future.  As well as these efforts to minimise delays in the DBS system,

TfL also launched a counter service earlier this year in order to assist drivers with any licensing queries or problems.

Temporary measures seek to ease
pressure on taxi and private hire drivers
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Last month, readers of the

Badge will have read the

interview with the taxi app

Hailo in which they

explained to the trade the

reasons behind them

taking the Private Hire

vehicles off the app and

revert back to just offering

Londoners, just licensed

taxis:
This month, I attended the

offices of the other major taxi

app GETT at their new

impressive Swan lane offices

and spoke to Remo Gerber on

his plans for the future and

how he views the licensed

trade’s position in the wake of

Uber.

Remo was very keen to point

out that he sees a massive

future for licensed taxis in

London and we should be

building on not only our

reputation as the 2Worlds

best” but also we should be

focusing on giving a great

service to the public.

Remo stated that with the new

app technology, the taxi apps

are leading the way forward

giving an unbeatable mix of

techno – service, which, if you

read any Uber customer

tweets, they are failing

miserably to deliver. It is not a

“race to the bottom” with fares

and Remo was adamant to

point out that GETT will not be

drawn into this, but defended

the innovative pricing that

GETT offers to drivers in quiet

times where they offer a driver

a fixed price on a job which

Remo feels helps the driver to

keep earning.

At GETT, they have also joined

up with knowledge students

and pay them to deliver

promotional items such as

Champagne and salads to

their customers, this is a very

positive initiative and I hope it

helps fund kol students during

their learning:

The major challenge for Remo

is that he has to balance with 3

customers. The driver, the

public and lastly, the account

customer and making sure

they all remain happy with the

app, will be paramount to the

success of GETT.

If you are not on any taxi app

then maybe you should be

looking at taking the plunge

and downloading one of the

apps?

Ready... GETT... Go!

Nula and Remo show the Badge around new Swan Lane offices
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Police will be asked to
investigate how two
companies were
awarded contracts for
the controversial
garden bridge over the
River Thames, it was
revealed today.
Campaigners against the
proposed landmark in
London claim engineering
firm Arup and design
company Heatherwick were
lined up for the contracts
before tenders were issued.
They allege that London
Mayor - and Transport for
London chairman - Boris
Johnson met the firm’s
founder Thomas
Heatherwick 12 days before
TfL invited it to bid against
two other companies.
Garden bridge:
Campaigners against the
proposed landmark (above)
in London claim engineering
firm Arup and design
company Heatherwick were
lined up for the contracts
before tenders were issued
Garden bridge:
Campaigners against the
proposed landmark (above)
in London claim engineering
firm Arup and design
company Heatherwick were
lined up for the contracts
before tenders were issued
Concerns were raised over
claims that Heatherwick had
the least 'relevant design
experience' and it was said
by TfL to be the most
‘economically

advantageous’ option
despite having the highest
bid.
But TfL insisted to
MailOnline today that it had
carried out a ‘fair and
transparent’ procurement
process, adding that an
‘extensive and thorough
review was undertaken by a
separate audit team’.
A report by Observer home
affairs editor Mark
Townsend claimed that
campaigners will now
submit a formal complaint to
the Metropolitan Police over
allegations of ‘malfeasance
in public office’.
Questions have also been
raised over why Arup was
asked to resubmit its bid
while other companies were
not - but there is no
suggestion of any
wrongdoing by the firm or
Heatherwick.
Ex-government advisor
Peter Smith, who was
procurement chief for the
now-defunct Department of
Social Security, said it was a
‘great shame’ that the bid
had not been challenged in
the courts.However, a Tfl
spokesman said this
morning: ‘TfL is satisfied
that the procurement
processes for the
appointment of Heatherwick
Studios and Arup were fair
and transparent.
‘An extensive and thorough
review was undertaken by a
separate audit team which

concluded the procurement
of designers for the garden
bridge was acceptable in
relation to the selection of
bidders and there is no
evidence the processes did
not provide value for
money.’
The walkway is designed by
Mr Heatherwick, the creator
of the London 2012 Olympic
cauldron, and backed by
actress Joanna Lumley.
The £175million bridge will

span the river between the
South Bank and Temple
station, and is due to open
to the public in 2018.
The Daily Mail reported in
May how Mr Johnson had
been criticised for awarding
'inexperienced' Heatherwick
Studio the bridge contract.
London Assembly member
Caroline Pidgeon claimed
69-year-old Miss Lumley
influenced the decision,
saying: 'She has known you

(Boris) since you were four
and also happens to be an
associate at Heatherwick
Studio.'
But Mr Johnson replied:
'Michelangelo had probably
never built a duomo, or had
never painted the roof of a
chapel, before he did the
Sistine Chapel.'
Critics also fear that the
bridge may limit views of St
Paul's Cathedral and other
landmarks.
A judicial review into
Lambeth Council's decision
to award planning
permission was due to take
place in June, but the
council and campaigners
resolved the issue before it
was heard in court.
It would be the first new
crossing across the Thames
since the 'wobbly'
Millennium Bridge opened
in 2002 and London's
answer to New York's High
Line, where a disused train
line has been transformed
into a lush aerial park.
It is hoped the bridge will
create 270 jobs, and
provide better access for
disabled people and
children across the Thames.

Spokesman for Mr
Johnson, Heatherwick and
Arup have not returned
requests for comment today

Article courtesy of the Daily
Mail

Troubled bridge 
over waters
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London has quite rightly

the reputation as the

greatest city in the

world.   
Famous for its history;

tradition, Museums, culture,

architecture, shopping.   It

has us, the finest taxi service

in the world bar none.  It has

the greatest landmarks a city

can offer such as

Buckingham Palace, Houses

of Parliament and Tower

Bridge.  However, thanks to

TFL London is developing a

reputation that is both

damaging to our city and to

our livelihood MASS

CONGESTION/GRIDLOCK!

Not a statistic to be proud of

but London has recently

overtaken Brussels as

Europe’s most congested

city.  Motorists spend an

average of 12 working days

a year sitting in London

traffic.  TFL, who never admit

to getting anything wrong,

continually spin it that it is

due to London’s growing

population and improving

economy.  They have even

been blaming it on the

increase of delivery vehicles

due to on-line shopping.  As

ever, they find an excuse to

deflect attention away from

their own catalogue of

failings and mismanagement.

Having been a GB driver

before the congestion charge

was introduced; in my

experience, the traffic we are

sitting in now is far worse

than back then.  High traffic

levels are now seamless

24/7.  Initially when the CC

was implemented, we did

see a reduction of traffic

volume.  It was extended for

a few years in Kensington

and Chelsea until out of

character Boris kept his

manifesto promise to scrap it.

Over the years TFL have

narrowed down the vast

majority if not all our main

roads by extending

pavements, pedestrian

crossings and rephrasing

lights.  A prime example is

the slip road on

Knightsbridge heading east

at Hyde Park Corner.  In their

wisdom, they built out the

pavement at the lights by the

bus lane.  Buses and taxis

are forced slightly to the right

and leave by the next lane.

This unnecessary system

has caused longer tailbacks

stretching back to the Hyde

Park Oriental some days.   

The huge proliferation of PH

licenses has had a

detrimental effect to our

streets and roads.  We are

approaching 100k mini cabs

and the vast majority of these

are illegally plying for hire via

the UBER app in Central

London.  Areas such as

Mayfair, Soho, and Covent

Garden are unbearable

places to drive as so many

are loitering, illegally parked

and narrowing road space.

Surely, Westminster and

Camden Council must be

losing significant revenue

with the amount of PH

vehicles and Rickshaws

taking up their lucrative

parking spaces?  

The LCDC recently

established that TFL

astonishingly have not

carried a single survey since

2001 on supply and demand

of Taxis and PH.  This is

evidence that they have had

no strategy or meaningful

responsibility to both

industries and mass

congestion is one of the

symptoms of this neglect.

London is flooded with

buses (subsidised by the

taxpayer) with the majority

empty throughout the day.

Oxford Street and the Strand

are prime examples of the

empty bus epidemic.  Both

sides of these roads are like

a large bus depots.  Is it any

wonder that NO one is on

these buses when they know

it is quicker to walk to their

destination?  Even the

chronic traffic is effecting

these bus companies profits,

last week Bus network

Stagecoach announced that

London’s congestion has hit

its growth targets.  TFL insist

that buses are at full capacity

most of the day.  An

Independent Survey/Review

MUST be carried out on bus

usage to determine how

many buses are required for

London.

As well as TFL to contend

with, we have the cycling

extremists in control of our

councils.  Camden Council

are banning all traffic apart

from buses and bikes on

Tottenham Court Road and

making Gower Street two-

way.  Plans are also

gathering pace with the

pedestrianizing of Oxford

Street.  According to a recent

leaked report, Bank Junction

may soon be closed to traffic

other than bikes and buses.

In addition, Lambeth Council

put road closures in place at

Loughborough Junction.

Only residents and

emergency vehicles can

drive through there.  All these

insane schemes are only

increasing the pollution and

congestion onto the already

gridlocked main roads.

These jams must be

impending on longer

response times for

emergency services, putting

Londoners life’s at risk.

The long enduring Cycle

Super Highways works have

had an extremely negative

impact on our working

conditions.  Journey times

and cost of fares have

increased greatly.  I have

found myself embarrassed

with the cost of some fares

and have subsidised some to

my passengers.  Expensive

fares and longer journey

times will only prevent even

more people from using us.

A recent passenger of mine

told me it took him two hours

to drive from Kensington to

Shoreditch.  We have

business people come and

going from City Airport to the

City for meetings and

journeys are taking over an

hour and a half each way.

How is this good for

London’s commerce and

economy?

Our road network is already

at crisis point and once the

cycle highways are complete

and the other schemes are in

effect, I fear that traffic levels

will worsen.  Perhaps when

heads of business and MP’s

discover the damaging effect

this is having on the

economy they will put

pressure on TFL to reverse

these ludicrous road

schemes. 

I live in hope!!!

Most congested city in Europe



The GLA committee

held its monthly

meeting on Tuesday 10

November. The PH

regs review was one of

the two main topics

under discussion. It is

therefore surprising

that no individual

drivers attended this

meeting at City Hall

and the only trade

organisation in

attendance was the

LCDC.
Although the lack of

support was

disheartening, it had the

advantage of allowing the

committee to thoroughly

question the invited

guests from TFL, Darren

Emmerson and Peter

Blake, without time

consuming interruptions

from the gallery.

There was a surprising

attitude change from

Emmerson. On his two

previous appearances,

his attitude bordered on

disrespect towards the

GLA. On this occasion,

not only was his attitude

serious and helpful, he

appears now to recognise

the importance of

maintaining a clear

distinction between the

taxi and PH trades and a

need for regulatory

change to ensure this.

Emmerson began by

setting out the objectives

of the PH review. He

emphasised the

importance of keeping a

clear distinction between

the two trades. Only taxis

should be instantly

available and the

importance of maintaining

the CoF, tariff and KOL.

Meanwhile, “pre-booking”

needed to be more clearly

defined with regard to PH

and fares more clearly

defined.

TFLs core aims, of which

the PH review is an

important part, was to

encourage greener

vehicles with financial

support and a

commitment to 100 new

ranks within 12 months

with better accessibility to

them. Also mandatory

credit card acceptance is

very much on.

On the PH side, the

introduction of tougher

topographical and

language testing and

disability training to B-

tec standard. There will

also be PH driver

training on what their

licence does not allow

such as not parking on

ranks of picking up off

the street.

It was accepted that

many of the proposals in

the consultation

document were

controversial and that is

why the further

consultation is currently

taking place. There was

some concern among the

GLA members that

passengers were not the

primary concern of the

proposed changes.

This drew questions on

the five minute wait on

bookings, drivers being

tied to a single operator,

fleet insurance, PHV

visibility on Apps,

compulsory advanced

booking facilities and

landline booking facilities,

accurate fare quotes at

time of booking and the

withdrawal of satellite

offices.

Emmerson and Blake

stated that they

considered that the

review contained 25

deliverable objectives

and between the two of

them, they justified

every point within the

review and adequately

answered the concerns

of the committee. 

They revealed that they

have been using two

focus groups of

passengers to test the

proposals and although

there were differences of

opinion between the

younger and older group,

one or both found favour

with most of the

proposals.

Briefly, the two TFL men

gave the following

justifications for their

proposed changes to PH

regs. With the five minute

booking wait, it is hoped

to reduce the current

problem of PHVs

clustering in high-volume

areas of demand. The

facility of compulsory

acceptance of advance

bookings can only be

helpful to passengers as it

provides an enhanced

service.

With regard to fare

quotation, it is helpful to

passengers to know the

cost in advance. It also

means there is less

confusion over “surge

pricing” as if surge pricing

is in operation, this will be

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com
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reflected in the quoted

fare and the passenger

can make an informed

decision as to whether to

book or not. Currently, the

passenger may not know

they are being “surge-

priced” until the journey is

under way or even

completed.

With regard to being tied

to a single operator, this

would provide better

information on how many

hours a driver is working

as there are currently

considerable concerns

voiced by passengers

about “tired-looking” PH

drivers. Equally, a fleet

insurance will end the

current practise of some

drivers taking out H&R

insurance (£2,500) on a

monthly payment plan

and then cancelling it

once they have their

vehicle licence and taking

out domestic insurance

for around only 25% of

the price of H&R.

Overall, it would appear

that this PH review is

being carried out by

TFL with a genuine

intent to make the

regulations robust

enough to withstand the

challenge of current

technology.

It caused the chair, Val

Shawcross, to comment

that Emmerson had gone

from a lack of coming up

to speed ( code for

complete disinterest) to a

positive response to the

Future Proof

recommendations and a

commitment to achieving

them.

The only downside to

these proceeding was the

time for implementation.

When asked, Emmerson

said that they would

implement changes as

they are resolved, rather

than wait for all issues to

be resolved but even so,

nothing would be

implemented this year.

Privately, some GLA

members thought nothing

would be done until after

the Mayoral elections in

May.

That leaves us hoping

that the new Mayor will be

disposed towards any

changes proposed by

TFL.

This year sees  winter

wonderland opening on

the 20th November until

the 3rd of January. 

Every year we seem to

have problems here with

either ranking or dropping

off and this is mainly

down to the Royal Parks

not wanting us to rank

inside the park. This year

we have tried to get

things sorted out by

starting negotiations with

Royal parks, Westminster

council and TPH early.

But like most years the

Royal Parks have made

things difficult for us. This

year we see the footprint

for WW moving more

northwards following the

concert route. The

entrance/ exit  that was at

Queen Mothers Gate has

moved to the middle of

the park by the boating

hut, and the organisers

don't want it used as exit

favouring everyone to use

the north entrance. The

north exit is near Brook

Gate where we will have

two coach bays on park

Lane as our rank for the

next 7 weeks. The drop

off will be like we do for

normal events in the park

QVM, Park Lane near

Brook gate. I know we will

probably see which exit is

being used most  and

start making our own

ranks to service the public

which will probably annoy

the Royal parks. But let's

try and give the Brook

Gate rank our full support

and hope between the

organisers and the

Marshall's they will get the

public to the Brook gate

rank. 

Micky Walker and 
Mark White

NEW PRIVATE HIRE REGS
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Application Form
Please complete this form in BLOCK CAPITALS

The subscription rate is £170 per annum. If you are unable to pay in a

single payment please make one cheque payable to “The London Cab

Drivers’ Club Ltd,” with today’s date, for £56.67, and two post-dated

cheques one month apart for £56.67.

Send the completed form to: THE MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY,

The London Cab Drivers’ Club Ltd, UNIT A 303.2

Tower Bridge Business Complex, Tower Point, 

100 Clements Road, Southwark, London SE16 4DG

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:.................... Surname: ......................................

First Names:......................................................................................

Address: ...........................................................................................

............................................... Post Code: ......................................

Badge No: ............................. Email: ...............................................

Telephone No: (with full STC code):................................................

I agree to abide by the rules of the Club. I also agree that the above

information will be kept by the LCDC in a computer system under the

terms of the Data Protection Act.

I understand that I will not be eligible for legal representation for 

matters arising prior to the date of this application. Thereby declare that

I have no outstanding PCO or police matters pending.

Signed:  ......................................  Date: ......................................

Please complete this form and send it with your application form

(LCDC) Ltd UNIT 303.2

TOWER BRIDGE BUSINESS COMPLEX, TOWER POINT,

100 CLEMENT’S ROAD, SOUTHWARK

LONDON, SE16 4DG

0207 394 5553

Standing Order Form

Your Bank: .........................................................................................

Your Bank Address:............................................................................

Post Code:..........................................................................................

Please pay the sum of £15 NOW and monthly therafter 

until further notice.

Please pay the sum of £42.50 NOW and then quarterly thereafter 

until further notice.

Quoting Reference No (         )

To the account of THE LONDON CAB DRIVERS’ CLUB LTD, 

Barclays Bank Bloomsbury & Tottenham Court Road branch, 

PO BOX 1134, London W128GG

Sort Code 20-10-53. Account No- 40450421.

Your Name: .....................................................................................

Account No:  .....................................................................................

Sort Code: .......................................................................................

Signature: ........................................................................................

Date: ..................................................................................................

AS AN L.C.D.C
MEMBER YOU 
WILL RECEIVE:

� 24 HOUR DUTY SOLICITOR  
EXCLUSIVE TO THE CAB TRADE

Your 24 Hr duty solicitor hotline 

membership card.

Peace of mind 24 hrs of the day.

� FULL LEGAL COVER
Our fantastic team of City Of London 

based solicitors and barristers, 

experts in Hackney Carriage and 

road traffic law.

� COMPLAINTS AND APPEALS
As a member of the LCDC, we will 

deal with any complaint that has been

made against you by members of the 

public.

Also we will attend the LTPH with you

on any personal appeals that would 

affect your licence.

� HEATHROW AIRPORT   
REPRESENTATION

With our reps at the airport working 

hard on the trade’s behalf for a fairer, 

and more safer future at Heathrow.

� RANKS AND HIGHWAYS
The LCDC attend the Joint Ranks 

committee, working hard for more 

ranks and more access for the taxi 

trade in London.

� CAB TRADE ADVICE

All members can call the office for 

any information or up to the date 

news on any trade related subject.

� TRADE’S FUTURE
The Club worked tirelessly in bringing

i          in the green & yellow identifiers to the   

taxi trade.

And are always working hard to  

protect our future.

�CAB TRADE REPRESENTATION
We are working hard to work with 

members of the GLA and also 

politicians to fight our corner against

TFL and was a major influence in the recent

“ future proof” document.

� VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS
The Club works alongside LTC and

Mercedes to deliver a vehicle that

meets our standard as a London taxi

driver. Recently we have held

meetings to work against the ULEZ

strategy and the introduction of taxi

age limits.

�CLUB PROTECTA
To help drivers who have acquired

twelve points keep their licence.

JUST 
£3 per
month

Join over the
phone - just call
and we’ll take
your payment

details* £12 per month is tax deductible
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P*** UP IN 
BREWERY ROAD
I’ve double a cab with my son
and we’ve just bought one of the
last Euro 5 TX4s. The plan was to
save £3,600 now and then go
electric in three years.
The plan started well. The M&O
salesman, Paul Keenan, was a
breath of fresh air. He appeared to
know the product he was selling
and treated us like valued
customers. Everything went more
or less without a hitch and we
picked up the cab on the Friday, a
week after ordering it.
I still get a buzz from driving out of

the showroom in a new cab but that
warm glow didn’t last long. After
two days the steering box was
making a noise and after five days
we took it into Ascott’s, who
informed us we needed a new
steering box.
I phoned M&O to book in and

organise a loan cab. Simple you’d
think.  I rang the service dept and
nobody picked the phone up and it
went to voice-mail, over and over
and over again. I got fed up with
this and phoned the sales dept
who, lo and behold, answered
immediately.
So, does this mean Sales aren’t
busy, service is busy with crappy
cabs being returned or that once
they have your money they just
don’t care? Anyway, the sales
receptionist says she’ll put me
through but I say she is wasting her
time. She agrees to walk down to
the service dept but nobody is
around and she explains they are
very busy and if nobody rings me in
20 minutes, ring back.
By the time I ring back, I’ve spent
over an hour by the phone. I
explain to the sales receptionist
that I will be there in 25 minutes
and I intend to block M&Os
entrance with my cab, lock it and
go home with the keys if somebody
doesn’t ring me back before I get
there. Coincidence or otherwise,
they phoned back within ten
minutes and booked me in.
So we managed to get five days in
the new cab before it was off the
road for four days, one of them
needless because they had
promised to give me an update on
Monday but I had to ring them.
They told me it would be ready
around 10.00am Tuesday and
would ring to confirm. They didn’t. I
rang them several times, always

getting voice-mail, where I
explained that I had to come from
Kent and would need a couple of
hours to get there. They eventually
sent me a text less than an hour
before they closed to say the cab
was ready.
Can somebody remind me again
why M&O struggle to make any
profit?

LTC RESPONSE:

TO TOUT OR 
NOT TO TOUT
A taxi driver was recently
arrested for touting. What he did
was to stop for an Old Bill decoy. 
The Plod was showing out as
though he wanted a taxi but didn’t
actually stick his hand up and when
the driver pulled , Plod said nothing
until the driver asked if he was
looking for a cab. Plod said yes, off
they go and then get pulled over by
a Plod car. The upshot was that the
taxi driver was arrested, held for
four hours in a nick and then had to
appear in court before the case
was thrown out.
There was a spate of this a few
years back, with similar outcomes.
Now this driver was understandably
angry and is considering taking
action against Plod. There is a view
held by some that Plod are picking
on taxi drivers and accusing Plod of
“entrapment” but this is probably a
case of Plod not knowing their ‘arris
from their elbow when it comes to
Hackney Carriage law. 

The decoy strategy is an excellent
way of trapping a tout but not a taxi
driver.
It is almost impossible for a taxi
driver to tout.  Certainly there have
been instances. Perhaps the best
example is when the old Heathrow
bus used to operate. Occasionally,
drivers would pull up to a queue
and offer to take a group for a
reduced fare. This is judged to be
touting rather than enterprising
action and quite a few got nicked
for it.
It’s funny though that when
Heathrow Express employees tout
prospective taxi customers in the
arrival terminals, this is enterprising
action and not touting. I digress.
The point is that the taxi driver trolls
about with a hire light, putting
him/herself on offer as a taxi to
prospective customers and the
customer often does not indicate a
need for a cab by raising a hand in
the air. 
So when a decoy Plod stands
around looking like they need a
taxi, it is not unreasonable for a taxi
driver to pull up and ask if he’s
looking for a taxi.

THAT ISN’T TOUTING
However, a decoy Plod looking
like he needs a taxi is a very
effective method of catching
touts and miscreant PH drivers. 
PH drivers are only allowed to pick
up pre-booked jobs so they have
no need to respond to a person
looking like they wish to hire a cab
on the street. 
So, if a PH driver responds to a
decoy looking like he wants a taxi,
then that is bang to rights touting. 
Of course the waters have been
recently muddied by the arrival of
the app-booked car. If Plod really
wants to catch a genuine tout, the
way to do it today is to hold up his
phone on the street at night and
he’ll have five touts bang to rights
as they fight each other to get to
him.
The problem is not the use of
decoy tactics but one of Plod
needing to understand that it is of
no use with regard to taxis but only
to snare proper touts.
If Plod is having trouble
understanding the law, I here and
now offer my services free of
charge. I am prepared to run a
weekly two-hour class, teaching
Plod their job. 
Perhaps then, they may even

improve on their four convictions
per week or whatever the figure is
and justify the millions spent.

ON THE 
SUBJECT 
OF PH APPS

It goes without saying that
minicab driving standards are
pants. What else can be
expected when a PH driver does
not necessarily require a UK
driving licence to get a PH
licence.
I doubt any of us is any longer
unaware of the parking and
congestion problems a near
100,000 PH drivers are causing in
Central London. I mean, even
Boris and TFL have become aware
of this.
Anybody else noticed the new
problem though? App-booked cars
often don’t bother to park anymore
in order to pick up their customers.
I drive at night and more often
than not, the current MO is for the
customer to hold up their phone
and the driver honks and stops in
the middle of the road and in the
middle of traffic. 
The rest of London has to wait
while his customers saunter over
to the car, check it’s the right
vehicle and climb aboard.
It’s an inconvenience to a few

hundred other vehicle drivers and
passengers but so what? That’s
the way it always worked in Outer
Mongolia with the donkeys.
Worse still is that these
passengers pay by having their
credit card pre-loaded into the App
so don’t physically have to pay the
driver. 
This means that the driver can do
the same thing at journey’s end as
at the beginning. Why make all
that fuss about parking and letting
the traffic flow when the PH driver
will only have to get back into the
traffic again. 
Better to just stop in the middle of
the road/traffic and let the
passengers out.
So, a few thousand road users are
inconvenienced over the course of
a PH driver’s shift. So sooner or
later a passenger is going to get
killed by walking in a busy road. 

So what?  
Time’s money and more
importantly, the PH driver has
places to go.

Walker on the March....

"Clearly we failed to live up to
expectations on this occasion.
Building works to improve the
customer experience have been
progressing that has resulted in
some disruption and we sincerely
apologise for any inconvenience
caused to Mr Walker and other
customers during this period.  We
take on board these criticisms and
are taking urgent steps to ensure
improvements are made." 
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World Boxing Organisation

middleweight world champion

Andy Lee and challenger Billy

Joe Saunders are at the centre

of huge interest which has

developed in the middleweight

division in recent months with

the emergence of Gennady

Golovkin being elevated to the

world's No 1 pound-for-pound

boxer by many. 

Lee was quick to shoot down talk

in the boxing world that his team

have been negotiating a fight with

top pound-for-pounder Golovkin,

the Irishman admitting on

Thursday he would be a fool to

overlook the undefeated

mandatory WBO challenger

Saunders whom he recognises as

his most dangerous opponent to

date. 

“It would be stupid of me or Adam

Booth to look past Saunders as

he’s the next man I’m facing in the

ring and he’s a dangerous fighter

who could take my title," said Lee

Thursday. "There’s no way at all I'd

be overlooking him. Golovkin is the

golden carrot for everyone in the

middleweight division but I have to

deal with Saunders first.” 

"But I would be lying if I did not

show an interest in Golovkin. He

have more yesterdays behind me

than tomorrows in front of me in my

career. It would be a huge fight, I

believe, in New York." 

But there are riches in the

middleweight division at present.

Golovkin, holder of two of the other

significant middleweight belts,

dismantled big-punching David

Lemieux at a sold-out Madison

Square Garden, New York, last

weekend to global plaudits. Two

more huge names in the sport -

Puerto Rican Miguel Cotto and

Mexican Saul Alvarez - square off

in Las Vegas for the WBC

middleweight title on November 21,

and Lee and Saunders, both

travellers, and Olympians for

Ireland and GB respectively, meet

in a Manchester ring on December

19. 

The spoils for the victor in

Manchester are potentially huge.

Golovkin, of Kazakhtan, has belts

and will travel, and while a

blockbuster in the United States is

likely for Golovkin next year against

the winner of Cotto and Alvarez, a

tilt at the WBO title and a visit to

Europe is just as plausible. Against

Lee, at least. For now, Saunders

revealed yesterday that if he

dethrones Lee in eight weeks' time,

he would garner more experience

before stepping in against the

world's most clinical, heavy-hitting

fighter. 

Around the Briton and the

Irishman, too, swirl another noisy

pair, one British, one Irish, indeed.

Chris Eubank Jnr and Spike

O'Sullivan. Eubank Jr, 26, makes

his Sky sports debut on Saturday

night in Sheffield against American

Tony Jeter, but is already lined up

to face O'Sullivan in December. 

Eubank told the television

channel: "Spike O'Sullivan has a

very good record and a very big

mouth. The fight will happen on

December 12 and he's going to get

everything that he's been asking

for over the last two or three years. 

"He's been stalking me online so

he gets to put his money where his

mouth is on December 12. That's

the fight the public want to see this

year. He's been talking a lot of

smack over the last few years and

now he's got his chance to back up

the talk. 

"Power isn't enough to beat me.

You'll need a hell of a lot more than

power to even come close to

beating me." 

On Thursday, in London, Lee

rounded on O'Sullivan too. ""He

can't fight but he talks a lot. It might

be of interest to the general fan, but

for me it's a 'Staubucks Fight'. I'm

the world champion. I beat

O'Sullivan, Billy Joe beat Eubank.

This is the real fight, the real world

title fight on this side of the Atlantic:

two former Olympians, two world-

class fighters." 

"Billy Joe has won everything

except a world title and worked his

way into this position; I've had a

hard career, fighting around the

world. This is a genuine world title

fight between two proud boxers." 

Lee then added: "Don't get me

wrong, I've seen Chris Eubank Jnr

in the gym. He's now trained by

Adam Booth, just as I am, and

Adam will really help him to make

improvements. He's a tough kid." 

Lee and Saunders, whose

championship fight will be shown

on BoxNation, were scheduled to

meet on September 19, in

Limerick, but the Cork man had a

virus and withdrew. Rescheduled

for October, Saunders suffered a

cut eye in training, in Spain. 

They are sick of the sight of each

other, and cannot wait to put

practise into pain. Both southpaws

were yesterday predicting a late

stoppage or points victory. It is

certainly a match of highly-skilled

boxers, though Lee has shown

greater power in his career, his

hooks getting him out of dire straits

on two occasions. 

There has been an honesty and

respect between the two men from

the traveller community at the

series of news conferences they

have attended together. 

Saunders said: “I’ve never boxed

a world champion before, I'm

fighting one now. You don’t go in

and know you’re going to beat a

world champion. You’ve got to go

in and work for it because he’s

worked hard to get that so I know

how hard he’s going to work to

keep it." 

“This fight is all going to be about

gameplan and who's going to be

up in first half of the fight. I believe if

I’m up, there’s only one man who

can take it off me and that’s God

because I’ll be so switched. 

"I’ve got to watch his left hand and

right hook, he’s a very dangerous

man and many people

underestimate his boxing. I gamble

that there will be knockdowns in

this fight.” 

Lee added similar sentiments.

“Neither of us is going to want to

lose this fight as we’re going to

have to live with it for the rest of our

lives. It’s only 36 mins long but

when you’re in there it’s a life time

but what happens in those 36

minutes will live with us for the rest

of our lives. 

"No matter where we go and the

people we see it will remind us of

this fight. We’ll be known for this

fight.” 

Lee v Saunders: let battle commence!

Smith v Kelly joint headlines an

amazing double world-title

show alongside the potentially

explosive middleweight

collision between WBO World

Champion Andy Lee and

mandatory challenger Billy Joe

Saunders, plus stars Mitchell

Smith, Paul Butler, Tommy

Langford, Liam Williams, Jack

Catterall and Adrian Gonzalez

all in championship title action,

plus Derry Matthews and

Vijender Singh, exclusively live

on BoxNation.

Undefeated Smith won the title

last month with a stunning seventh

round stoppage when he smashed

American challenger John

Thompson at the Manchester

Arena to be crowned world

champion.  Big-punching Smith is

on a six-fight knockout run and

aims to make Kelly his eighth in a

row.

“I can’t wait to make the opening

defence of my world title against

Kelly and if the fire in the ring

matches the fire on the pitch when

both teams clash it’s going to be

one great fight,” Said Smith.

“Kelly is a tough and unbeaten

young challenger, he’s got passion

and ambition, he’s ranked in the

top ten of the WBO and he’ll have

his own ideas about taking my

prized world title off me in my first

defence.  That’s fantastic and

really gives me the motivation and

buzz to give him a real hiding in the

ring so I keep hold of my title.  I’ve

won the world title at a perfect

time, I’m entering the prime of my

career so there is much much

more to come from and I’m not

going to let an upstart like Kelly

anywhere near taking my title.

This belt is leaving with me back to

it’s home in Liverpool.”

Kelly is one of Britain’s

outstanding young boxers with an

unbeaten 16 fight record and

seven knockouts.  He has already

won the WBC World Youth and

Silver titles and in his last fight – on

the undercard of Smith v

Thompson – he defeated Martin

Fidel Rios to capture the WBO

Intercontinental and earn his

number eight world ranking.

Interestingly, his trainer is the

former hard-hitting two-time British

Super-Welterweight Champion

Ensley ‘Bingo’ Bingham, who

himself challenged for the same

WBO World title against former top

pound-for-pounder Ronald ‘Winky’

Wright, but lost on points at the

then Nynex Arena in November

1996.

Kelly said, “Smith’s reign is going

to be a very very brief one. He’d

better treasure and enjoy the next

five weeks as world champion

because it’s coming to an end on

the 19th December in Manchester,

just like Man United ended

Liverpool’s success,”

“I just know that this my time and

I’m ready for my opportunity to

become world champion.  

Boxing is about opportunities,

either you take them when they’re

presented or you lose them and

somebody else will take it.  

“I’m not going to be someone

who dwells on a missed

opportunity and I’m going out there

to smash up Liam Smith and take

his world title.  What will people

say then when I become world

champion?  I’ll have too much of

everything for Smith in every

department.”

Smith v Kelly set to rock ‘n’ roll
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LCDC MEMBERS PAY JUST £180
FREE - iZettle credit

card machine
- No monthly contract
- Driver keeps fare, plus tip, plus 2%
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Alan’s Angle
I have been asked to
inform drivers that the
feeder rank at London
Bridge station is now
open. 
It's been boarded off for the
last two years due to building
works. You enter it by doing a
right turn just before the lights
at the bottom of London Bridge
Street, this should stop the
buses from moaning that were
blocking the entrance to
London Bridge station in the
mornings especially. 
Now I know this might cause
some arguments at the start
with drivers saying they wasn't
aware it was open and your
trying to slip in on the rank. 
But the more we use it the
more drivers well learn to drive
round and join it from London
Bridge Street. There is more
rank space for us to use with
the feeder. 

This year sees  winter wonderland
opening on the 20th November until
the 3rd of January. 
Every year we seem to have problems
here with either ranking or dropping off
and this is mainly down to the Royal
Parks not wanting us to rank inside the
park. This year we have tried to get
things sorted out by starting
negotiations with Royal parks,
Westminster council and TPH early.
But like most years the Royal Parks
have made things difficult for us. This
year we see the footprint for WW
moving more northwards following the
concert route. The entrance/ exit  that
was at Queen Mothers Gate has
moved to the middle of the park by the

boating hut, and the organisers don't
want it used as exit favouring everyone
to use the north entrance. The north
exit is near Brook Gate where we will
have two coach bays on park Lane as
our rank for the next 7 weeks. The
drop off will be like we do for normal
events in the park QVM, Park Lane
near Brook gate. I know we will
probably see which exit is being used
most  and start making our own ranks
to service the public which will probably
annoy the Royal parks. 
But let's try and give the Brook Gate
rank our full support and hope between
the organisers and the Marshall's they
will get the public to the Brook gate
rank. 

Let's hope its wonderland for taxis not blunder land... 
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The world famous taxi beat

Frank Pick, whose ground-

breaking work introduced

the legendary posters to

the Tube, and Harry Beck's

celebrated Tube map. They

were among 100 London

transport symbols

shortlisted in the 'Design

Icons' competition,

organised by TfL and

London Transport Museum.

More than 10,000 people

voted in the poll which was

sponsored by Exterion Media

and part of 'Transported by

Design', an 18-month

programme of events,

exhibitions and competitions

that celebrate the role of good

design on the capital's

transport network.

See hundreds of examples

of design excellence - from

graphics to engineering - at

London Transport Museum,

Covent Garden.

For full details on the 100

Designs Icons and why they

were nominated, visit the

Transported by Design

Tumblr page.

The 10 most popular

designs are:

1. Black cab

2. The work of Frank Pick -

who commissioned classic

Tube posters and the

Johnston typeface

3. Harry Beck's original Tube

map

4. Baker Street Underground

station platforms

5. Iconic Roundel logo

6. Original Routemaster bus

7. Mark Wallinger's

Labyrinth artwork found in

every Tube station

8. RT type bus which ran

from the 1930s to the 1970s

9. New walk-through S-stock

Tube trains

10. Westminster station

London black cab is number one icon
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We as a trade need to be up to speed
with social media - so that we can act
quickly and with one voice when
needed.
It’s not difficult to sign up to Twitter - see

below! And you can keep up to date with all
the latest trade news by following the trade
organisations.

Signing up with Twitter

To create an account on the web:

1. Go to http://twitter.com and find the sign

up box, or go directly to

https://twitter.com/signup.

2. Enter your full name, phone number,

and a password.

3. Click Sign up for Twitter.

4. In order to verify your phone number,

we will send you an SMS text message

with a code. Enter the verification code in

the box provided. Learn more about

having a phone number associated with

your account here. 

5. Once you've clicked Sign up for Twitter,

you can select a username (usernames

are unique identifiers on Twitter) — type

your own or choose one we've suggested.

We'll tell you if the username you want is

available.

6. Double-check your name, phone

number, password, and username.

7. Click Create my account.You may be

asked to complete a Captcha to let us

know that you're human.

Note: if you'd like to sign up with Twitter

using an email address, you can do so via

the "Use email instead" link at the bottom

of the sign up page. 

Tips for picking a username:

• Your username is the name your

followers use when sending @replies,

mentions, and direct messages.

• It will also form the URL of your Twitter

profile page. We'll provide a few available

suggestions when you sign up, but feel

free to choose your own. 

• Please note: You can change your

username in your account settings at

any time, as long as the new username

is not already in use.

• Usernames must be fewer than 15

characters in length and cannot contain

"admin" or "Twitter", in order to avoid

brand confusion.

Important information about signing

up with email address:

• An email address can only be

associated with one Twitter account at a

time.

• The email address you use on your

Twitter account is not publicly visible to

others on Twitter.

• We use the email you enter to confirm

your new Twitter account. Be sure to

enter an email address that you actively

use and have access to. 

Check your inbox for a confirmation

email to make sure you signed up for

your account correctly.

Drivers needed on Twitter
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Unbelievable Prices

TX / VITO REMOULDS

£38.50+VAT

TEL: 0207 231 5857

72 ENID STREET, BERMONDSEY, LONDON, SE16 3RA

MORRIS TYRE
SERVICES

Heart Tests For London Taxi Drivers 

WOOD STREET
CLINIC

The Heart Centre For London Taxi Drivers

Have You Had Heart Problems?

Do you need an Exercise Test  and / or Echocardiogram
(to measure LVEF) for LtpH?

We can help with our fast, efficient service and special
low rates for London’s taxi drivers

We are now providing stress Echocardiography
(functional testing) when required.

We understand that your living can depend on these tests

Contact us now on
The Wood Street Clinic
133 Wood Street
Barnet, Herts EN5 4BX
Telephone : 0208 449 7656    
www.woodstreetclinic.com  or
enquiries@woodstreetclinic.com
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CABS WANTED
TOP PRICES PAID

INSTANT CASH

CAB HIRE ALSO AVAILABLE

07877 093 866
07956 293 748






